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Abstract: Several high-voltage transmission towers failed under excessive wind loads in a moun-
tainous and exposed area. This study discusses the efficient and reliable modeling of lattice towers
dominantly loaded by wind, a scenario which led to a collapse cascade in a high-voltage transmission
line. The ultimate load-bearing capacity had to be estimated and the failure positions identified.
Finite Element Analysis was employed through static analyses, Linear Buckling Analyses (LBA) and
RIKS analyses (Arc-Length method) in Abaqus 2021. With the purpose of improving the accuracy in
the simulation of structural instabilities of complex lattice structures, the model sensitivity to superim-
posed geometrical imperfections and the joint stiffness of the truss connections were investigated in
brace and lattice structure sub-assemblies. Afterwards, linear analyses and non-linear analyses with
imperfections were performed on the single tower model. The analysis proved that solely excessive
wind can cause such failure on the lattice structures, and the critical structural elements have been
correctly identified. The investigation proved that the towers had not been under-designed with
respect to the standards valid at the time of erection. However, they were not designed for this
exceptional storm event, and evidence was provided that wind alone could bring about the collapse.
It is nevertheless not recommended to increase the safety factors in general for the design of such
structures, but to base the assumed loading on actual and local wind and service load measurements.

Keywords: lattice structures; Finite Element Analysis (FEA); structural instabilities; linear-buckling
analysis LBA; post-buckling analysis

1. Introduction

On 29 October 2018, four lattice towers of the high-voltage power transmission line
over Albula Pass, Switzerland, collapsed in a cascade sequence due to an extreme wind-
storm event. The four lattice steel pylons were found lying in a perpendicular direction
with respect to the line, as shown in Figure 1. Tower No. 22 had failed at mid-height,
while the others had failed at their basements, suffering severe localized damage, which is
generally a sign of a catastrophic and sudden event with high energy. No ice nor snow was
found on the structures after the event, and the ceramic insulators and wires were mostly
intact. This led to the hypothesis that the wind alone could have been the main cause,
which had never previously been observed in Swiss power transmission lines. The investi-
gation had to provide evidence that the towers had not been under-designed at the time of
construction, and that a sole exceptional wind event could lead to the observed failure. The
actual load capacity at the time of the event had to be determined by simulation, assuming
that corrosion or ageing (embrittlement) of the material had played a negligible role.

Overhead transmission lines are a vital component in the correct functioning of the
electric power grid. When a failure of even a single tower takes place, the damage can be
extensive, involving adjacent towers along the line, and costly, in terms of repair, power
disruption and litigation. (Campbell et al. [1], Hoffmann et al. [2]).
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Figure 1. Pictures after the storm in 2018: (a) towers from No. 22 to No. 26. Marked in red, the line 
path: towers No. 22 to No. 25 fallen perpendicularly to the line direction, No. 26 (tensioning tower) 
and No. 27 still intact; (b) arial view of tower No. 25: highlighted, the angle with respect to the tower 
axis; (c) close-up view of tower No. 22: note how the tower has failed at mid-height, and the base is 
still intact. 

Overhead transmission lines are a vital component in the correct functioning of the 
electric power grid. When a failure of even a single tower takes place, the damage can be 
extensive, involving adjacent towers along the line, and costly, in terms of repair, power 
disruption and litigation. (Campbell et al. [1], Hoffmann et al. [2]). 

Lattice transmission towers are built with eccentrically connected members, which 
are usually joined with bolts or welds (Fang et al. [3]). During the design phase, stress 
calculations are obtained via simple linear elastic analysis, in which members are assumed 
as pinned in place and axially loaded in the name of more conservativeness. The member 
limit strength according to design standards (EN 1993-1-1 [4], EN 1993-3-1 [5], EN 50341 
[6], RS 734.31 [7], SIA 261/1 [8]) is usually given as structural instability load, which is a 
function of the slenderness as well as the joint type and stiffness (single- or double-bolted 
connections). A second-order analysis, accounting for the structure deformation under 
load in the computing of the forces and displacement (geometrical non-linearities), is 
mandated for structures of this kind and is usually performed with design software (such 
as PLS-CADD [9]), but it still considers the joints as pinned. 

However, the validation of the models through full-scale testing (expensive and thus 
only regarded as a design check) often shows member behavior far from the pinned hy-
pothesis by manifesting the effects of bending stresses passing through the joints. This can 
lead to incorrect prediction of the failure mode and the structural capacity. Moreover, the 
instability limit might not coincide with the ultimate load capacity of the structure, and 
experimental studies on bolted members (Kettler et al. [10], Kettler et al. [11]) show dis-
crepancies with respect to the design rules, offering alternative solutions that better in-
clude joint stiffness and imperfection modes into the equation. 

A less conservative (or more realistic) approach is preferred for a failure analysis: by 
proving that the structure with its true mechanical strength (i.e., above the guaranteed 
values from standards) can fail under realistic loading, it is possible to confirm that it has 
to fail with minimal guaranteed material properties under the same conditions. Further-
more, in large lattice structures, the ultimate load-bearing capacity might not coincide 
with the instability load of the weakest member (design load capacity limit), whereas the 
actual tower could comprise a plastic reserve in the post-instability phase, or redundant 
structural elements could lead to a load redistribution (i.e., a changing load path). 

A way to perform such an analysis correctly and cost-effectively is to use Finite Ele-
ment Methods (FEM), accounting for geometric non-linearities, cross-section yielding 
(material non-linearities), stiffness in the joints and imperfection modes. Many authors 
have addressed the modeling of lattice structures. Albermani et al. [12] advocate the use 
of non-linear analysis as a tool to improve design accuracy and failure mode prediction, 
aiming to reduce the need for full-scale testing. Their in-house code, which accounts for 

Figure 1. Pictures after the storm in 2018: (a) towers from No. 22 to No. 26. Marked in red, the line
path: towers No. 22 to No. 25 fallen perpendicularly to the line direction, No. 26 (tensioning tower)
and No. 27 still intact; (b) arial view of tower No. 25: highlighted, the angle with respect to the tower
axis; (c) close-up view of tower No. 22: note how the tower has failed at mid-height, and the base is
still intact.

Lattice transmission towers are built with eccentrically connected members, which
are usually joined with bolts or welds (Fang et al. [3]). During the design phase, stress
calculations are obtained via simple linear elastic analysis, in which members are assumed
as pinned in place and axially loaded in the name of more conservativeness. The member
limit strength according to design standards (EN 1993-1-1 [4], EN 1993-3-1 [5], EN 50341 [6],
RS 734.31 [7], SIA 261/1 [8]) is usually given as structural instability load, which is a
function of the slenderness as well as the joint type and stiffness (single- or double-bolted
connections). A second-order analysis, accounting for the structure deformation under
load in the computing of the forces and displacement (geometrical non-linearities), is
mandated for structures of this kind and is usually performed with design software (such
as PLS-CADD [9]), but it still considers the joints as pinned.

However, the validation of the models through full-scale testing (expensive and thus
only regarded as a design check) often shows member behavior far from the pinned
hypothesis by manifesting the effects of bending stresses passing through the joints. This
can lead to incorrect prediction of the failure mode and the structural capacity. Moreover,
the instability limit might not coincide with the ultimate load capacity of the structure,
and experimental studies on bolted members (Kettler et al. [10], Kettler et al. [11]) show
discrepancies with respect to the design rules, offering alternative solutions that better
include joint stiffness and imperfection modes into the equation.

A less conservative (or more realistic) approach is preferred for a failure analysis: by
proving that the structure with its true mechanical strength (i.e., above the guaranteed
values from standards) can fail under realistic loading, it is possible to confirm that it has to
fail with minimal guaranteed material properties under the same conditions. Furthermore,
in large lattice structures, the ultimate load-bearing capacity might not coincide with the
instability load of the weakest member (design load capacity limit), whereas the actual
tower could comprise a plastic reserve in the post-instability phase, or redundant structural
elements could lead to a load redistribution (i.e., a changing load path).

A way to perform such an analysis correctly and cost-effectively is to use Finite
Element Methods (FEM), accounting for geometric non-linearities, cross-section yielding
(material non-linearities), stiffness in the joints and imperfection modes. Many authors
have addressed the modeling of lattice structures. Albermani et al. [12] advocate the use
of non-linear analysis as a tool to improve design accuracy and failure mode prediction,
aiming to reduce the need for full-scale testing. Their in-house code, which accounts for
geometrical and material non-linearities, has been used to conduct analysis on different
load cases on a high-voltage transmission tower and has predicted the same buckling mode
and load (relative error within 1.2%) as the test result, although not including geometrical
imperfections nor joint compliance (finite stiffness). Alminhana et al. [13] adopted the
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non-linear method from [12] in their transmission line cable rupture time-response analysis,
obtaining results within ±12% of the test data.

Wang et al. [14] introduced the Eigenmode Assembly Method (EAM) based on the
superposition of multiple imperfection modes obtained from a Linear Buckling Analysis
(LBA), obtaining buckling loads between 82 and 125% of the nominal value (design standard
load case) depending on the single buckling mode with different imperfection magnitudes,
and between 102% and 118% with EAM. Affolter et al. [15] analyzed the collapse of a
high storage rack due to structural instability by means of Finite Element Analysis (FEA)
using Abaqus v6.7. Imperfection modes obtained from an LBA, as well as local geometrical
imperfections (dents) and load imperfections, were applied when determining the collapse
load of the structure, showing a large sensitivity on the collapse load (up to 32% less than
the “ideal nonlinear” case).

Rao et al. [16] achieved 3–14% error with respect to a transmission tower test using
the Arc-Length method in a non-linear FE analysis, accounting for both geometrical and
material non-linearities. However, the failure location is not well matched, probably due
to the joints considered as pinned. In further studies of theirs [17,18], they described the
force–displacement curve and rupture position within the same range of accuracy.

Darestani et al. [19] analyzed the impact of non-linear material and geometry, im-
perfections, joint flexibility and failure, as well as stochastic uncertainties, in a push-over
analysis using commercial FE software, with the purpose of determining the influence of
model details on the load-bearing capacity under the specific load case. Just by including
joint flexibility, the ultimate load capacity decreased, on average by 3% in the transverse
wind case, and 6% in the longitudinal wind case. The tip displacement at ultimate load
increased by 13% and 12%, respectively.

Most of the presented techniques, alongside novel proposed approaches, were com-
bined and used in the current study with the purpose of improving the accuracy in the
prediction of the load-bearing capacity and failure mode of the Albula Pass towers in a
conservative manner (from the perspective of failure analysis). The limits of numerical
recalculation of a complex lattice structure should be explored, using methods that are not
necessarily available (or applied) in the design process.

2. Materials and Methods

Based on the aforementioned mentioned work, model imperfections [14,15,19], non-
linearities (both geometrical and material) [12–19], and joint stiffness (as opposed to a
“fixed” or “pinned” approach, [19]) were introduced in the analysis. Moreover, the models
were built with different element types and combinations that better suited the tasks.
Abaqus 2021 [20], as a general-purpose three-dimensional (3D) FE tool, offers different
possibilities of non-linear analysis procedures to address the present problem, including:

• “Linear Perturbation, Linear Buckling Analysis” (LBA): This is based on the structural
linearity theory (small displacements, linear elastic material, definite stiffness matrix);
the solution is the series of eigenvalues of the introduced perturbations that make the
system unstable (when stiffness matrix equals zero). However, it does not mean that
the ultimate load of the structure is always the one that causes instability.

• “Dynamic, Implicit”: This procedure includes the dynamic equation into the implicit
solver. The large time increments reduce the computational cost for long dynamic sim-
ulations, but they could miss high-frequency dynamics. In Abaqus 2021, a maximum
increment length can be set in order to improve accuracy, which, however, increases
the computational cost massively.

• “Dynamic, Explicit”: This finds the exact solution of the next increment state which is
a direct function of the previous one (at a very low computational cost) and naturally
requires a very small time increment (proportional to mesh size and inversely propor-
tional to sound propagation) in order to solve the equation. It shall instead be used for
high-frequency dynamics, but can be computationally expensive for long simulations
and fine mesh.
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• “General, RIKS”: The increment is arc length-based (the so-called Arc-Length method),
which uses the length of the path between two increments in the force–displacement
curve, decoupling the proportionality and direction of the force and displacement
increase (Figure 2). Thus, this approach is able to overcome the instability point and
show the post-bifurcation behavior.
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Figure 2. Arc-Length increment displayed in a typical force–displacement curve.

When analyzing a structure with a monotonic force–displacement curve, the ultimate
load capacity and the full force–displacement curve can be obtained with displacement-
controlled “General, Static”, “General, RIKS” or “Dynamic, Implicit” procedures. In the
present case, the LBA is adopted in the model of the failure analysis as a first hint on the
instability load, and the scaled buckling mode shapes are then used to introduce model
imperfections in a complete RIKS analysis, estimating the actual load-bearing capacity and
simulating the post-instability behavior. A push-over analysis by means of the “Dynamic,
Explicit” procedure is a possible alternative for the RIKS analysis.

3. Modeling Strategies
3.1. Material Model, Mesh Size and Element Type Effects

Geometric non-linearities (large displacements) are already included by default in
most analysis procedures of Abaqus 2021 [20]. Material non-linearities, element types and
mesh size can potentially affect the results of an FE analysis. To address those concerns, a
sensitivity study was conducted on a simple L-section column model with pinned/fixed
ends (see Figure 3).
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A previous study provided the material engineering curve from tensile testing on
specimens collected from the towers after the accident in Albula Pass. Based on the resulting
properties, the following models were analyzed (stress–strain curves in Figure 4):
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Figure 4. Material characteristic for the different models, alongside the engineering curve from the
tensile test.

• linear elastic (with Young’s modulus of 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.3);
• bi-linear (with a yield strength of 420 MPa, simplified as elastic/perfectly plastic);
• non-linear (true stress–strain curve, converted from engineering values).

As Uriz et al. [21] suggest, at least 3–4 elements per flange (for both shell and solid)
and 3 elements in thickness (for solid) are necessary to reliably simulate buckling. Solid,
shell, and beam element types were compared (Table 1) with different mesh sizes (from 13
to 380 elements per beam length, 1 to 10 elements per flange for shell and solid and 1 to 3
elements in thickness for solid). The results are shown in Figure 5.

Table 1. Buckling modes reproduced by each element type in an LBA (examples of the buckling
modes can be found in Figure 6).

Element
Type

Flexural, v Axis Flexural, x or y Axis Torsional Flexural–Torsional
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 1 Mode 1 Mode 2

Beam yes yes yes yes no no no
Shell yes yes no no yes no yes
Solid yes yes yes no yes yes yes
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Figure 6. Examples of buckling modes reproduced in an LBA. Flexural modes are characterized by
bending in axis x, y or v. Axis x and y are aligned with the flanges; v axis (the one with the weakest
moment of inertia) lies 45◦ to y axis in the x-y plane. The torsional modes have angular deformation
in the z-axis, whereas torsional–flexural modes combine it with bending. (Color from blue to red
represents the value of equivalent stresses from low to high).

A bi-linear model was sufficient to show the material non-linearity effects and section
yielding in the elastic and inelastic buckling areas. The sensitivity to the mesh size and
type confirmed the findings of P. Uriz et al. [21]. The local buckling of the flanges can be
properly displayed only with fine meshed solid or shell elements. Furthermore, the beam
elements do not show any buckling mode other than flexural, while the other element types
display torsional and torsional–flexural buckling. The number of elements in the length
affects mostly the ability to display local deformation. These mesh types are going to be
used in the following—Sections 3 and 4—when referring to a specific type of element:

• 3D solid—quadratic reduced integration: 5 elements per flange width, 3 elements per
thickness and 100 elements per member length (biased towards the edges). In detailed
regions, such as the bolt position, the number of elements per width is going to be
increased up to 20.

• 3D shell—linear reduced integration: 6 elements per flange width; mid extrusion:
60 elements per member length (biased towards the edges).

• 3D beam—linear: 40 elements per member length.

3.2. Sensitivity to Imperfections

As analytical buckling formulas such as Euler and secant formulas (as shown by
Ferdinand P. Beer in [22]) are based on small displacements and linear elastic theory, and
design standards might contain intrinsic conservativeness; validation of the FE model
should be based on experimental results. However, in most experimental setups, the
condition of the beam’s end-restraints and the initial imperfections are often overlooked
(i.e., bolt type and design, imperfections direction and magnitude), which can lead to the
incorrect modeling of the structure.

Experimental results from Kettler et al. [10] were used to validate the present FE
models, as they include more information regarding the imperfection modes and the bolt
connections design. The validation of experiment C1 from [10] is reported as an example.

An L80x8 column, 3.17 m in length, was pinned between two clamped gusset plates
via single-bolt connection. The measured beam imperfection was eimp = L/2918, but no
imperfection direction is given. The beam was modeled with bi-linear elastic material with
an elastic modulus of 210 GPa and a yield limit of 333.9 MPa; the gusset plate and bolts
were linear elastic, as in Ref. [10]. The 3D solid elements were used for the entire assembly,
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following the guidelines in Section 3.1. The bolt connection was designed according to
Eurocode 1993-1-8 [23].

Darestani et al. [19] and P. Uriz et al. [21] used a sinusoidal imperfection (maximum
displacement at the center of the element) of 0.05–0.1% of the length (eimp = L/2000 to
eimp = L/1000). Wang et al. [14] employed the Eigenmode Assembly Method (EAM) based
on the superimposition of multiple imperfection modes obtained from an LBA. Note that
according to buckling curve b, EN 1993-1-1 [4], a standards imperfection magnitude, is
eimp = L/250 for elastic analysis, and eimp = L/200 for plastic analysis.

Models with different imperfection magnitudes (and directions), bolt tensions and
friction coefficients were considered (Table 2, Figure 7) in order to match the experimental
data and understand their influence on the structural instability mode and load.

Table 2. Analyzed models of L80x8 beam section. The model codename refers to bolt tension (ratio to
Eurocode 1993-1.8 design value), applied imperfection mode, imperfection magnitude, and friction
coefficient.

Model Name Bolt Tension
[% w.r.t. Design [21]] Imperfection Type Imperfection

Magnitude [L/eimp]
Friction

Coefficient [−]

100-1-300-0.25
(as in [10]) 100% 1st mode 300 0.25

100-1-1350-0.25 100% 1st mode 1350 0.25
100-EAM-300-0.25 100% EAM (1, 2, 3) 300 0.25

75-1-300-0.25 75% 1st mode 300 0.25
115-1-300-0.25 115% 1st mode 300 0.25
125-1-300-0.25 125% 1st mode 300 0.25
100-1-300-0.35 100% 1st mode 300 0.35

100-EAM-300-0.35 100% EAM (1, 2, 3) 300 0.35
115-1-300-0.35 115% 1st mode 300 0.35

115-EAM-300-0.25 115% EAM (1, 2, 3) 300 0.35
115-EAM-300-0.35 115% EAM (1, 2, 3) 300 0.35

The numerical results show lower initial axial stiffness compared to the experimental
curve in Figure 7, but the deflection in the failure direction is well matched, undergoing
the same failure mode. The single-bolt connection always slips with friction coefficient
f = 0.25; the models with increased friction coefficient or bolt force better reproduce the
experimental curve.

The results showed a large scatter in the ultimate load capacity estimation (between
+17.2% and −13.3%, with respect to the experimental value [10]); they largely depend
on the type and magnitude of imperfections. A lower initial imperfection gives a lower
capacity, due to the superimposed buckling mode being in the opposite direction to the
actual failure.

The most accurate models are the ones with EAM imperfections and a slightly in-
creased bolt force or friction coefficient (such as 115-EAM-300-0.25 and 100-EAM-300-0.35,
Table 3). For this reason, EAM imperfections were next applied to the lattice subassemblies
in Section 3.4.
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Table 3. Ultimate load capacity comparison to the experimental results [10].

Model

K
ettler

[10]Experim
ent

100-1-300-0.25
(as

in
[10])

100-1-1350-0.25

100-EA
M

-300-0.25

75-1-300-0.25

115-1-300-0.25

125-1-300-0.25

100-1-300-0.35

100-EA
M

-300-0.35

115-1-300-0.35

115-EA
M

-300-0.25

115-EA
M

-300-0.35

Ultimate capacity (kN) 98.1 105.0 85.0 85.9 107.0 104.2 106.8 111.0 102.3 110.7 95.5 114.9
Difference w.r.t. experiment (%) / 7.0% −13.3% −12.5% 9.0% 6.2% 8.8% 13.2% 4.2% 12.8% −2.7% 17.2%

These findings are supported by the studies of Wang et al. [14], who found that,
depending on the type and magnitude of the applied initial imperfection, the buckling
capacity of tower members can vary by up to 16% for the same failure mode. Similarly, C.
Affolter et al. [15] found a difference of around 10% in structure ultimate load estimation,
depending on the applied mode.
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3.3. Boundary Condition Simplification

Structural instabilities are by definition sensitive to boundary conditions. In a lattice
structure, the members are connected to each other, thus the load sharing and the flexibility
of the joints is of extreme importance.

Kettler et al. [11] introduced a systematic procedure to model and validate the end-
constraints, i.e., the joint compliance, effectively replacing the 3D-joints with equivalently
stiff or compliant ends. A similar approach was employed, involving:

(1) the validation of a detailed FE model (in which geometric imperfections, bolt force,
slippage and friction are simulated) using experimental tests;

(2) the development of equivalent joint stiffness functions, as shown in Figure 8, by
applying the reference load in every degree of freedom of the FE end model;

(3) the application of the stiffness functions at the beam-ends and validation of the model
by comparison with experimental tests and complete geometry FE results.
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limit at 420 MPa). (The direction of the arrows represents the direction of loads, and the color from
blue to red represents the equivalent stress value from low to high).

In order to simulate what happens at the member-ends, the “wire connector” elements
were used: in Abaqus 2021, they simulate a kinematic relationship between two nodes.
They are usually employed for substituting bolts and rivets with stiffness functions in
order to simplify the FE model. The following stiffness models were applied to this type of
element in the FE models:

o linear: initial linear stiffness coefficient;
o non-linear: complete force–displacement curve/stiffness function for every degree of
freedom (developed as in Figure 8);
o rigid: fixed;
o pinned;
o rigid + pinned: with the only free rotational degree of freedom around the bolt axis (no
stiffness applied).
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It should be noted that there are four main limitations to this approach: the local
deformations close to the joint are misrepresented; multiaxial loading which cannot be
properly simulated by mere uniaxial stiffness functions; the lack of a time-dependent effect,
such as dynamic friction or damping; and that imperfections cannot be superimposed.

The basic brace model was modeled with shell elements. The brace model with non-
linear joints was also meshed with solid and beam elements. The reference was chosen as
model 100-1-300-0.25 from Section 3.2, with 3D-joints and contact properties (calibrated
in Section 3.2), which have the same input parameters as Kettler [11], are closest to the
experimental results (Table 3) and showed the slip at the bolted connections (thus, it is
more compelling from a “demonstrator” standpoint). The 1st mode buckling imperfections
of the magnitude eimp = L/300 were used in each model.

The force–displacement curves (see in Figure 9) show that the slippage of the joints
in the non-linear stiffness models is similar to the 3D-joints reference. The difference in
displacement at the ultimate load between the models with slip (non-linear stiffness and the
reference), compared to the one without, is in the order of 2 mm, close to the bolt clearance
in the joint. In all the analyzed cases, the failure mode is similar to the reference and the real
counterpart (buckling in the y axis, Figure 10), except for the pinned joint models, which
suffer from buckling in the axis of the weakest moment of inertia (v axis, as in Figure 5), and
thus has a much lower ultimate load capacity. Notice how, even though they do not display
the entirety of the behavior, the rigid + pinned or linear models are in line with the others in
terms of ultimate capacity (Table 4). Moreover, there is little difference whether the brace is
modeled with solid, shell or beam elements when using the non-linear joint model: under
the same boundary conditions, and if the buckling mode is not local, the element type does
not considerably affect the brace’s failure mode and ultimate load capacity.

Note that, as already shown in Section 3.2, large variability in the ultimate load capacity
also comes from the mode and magnitude of the applied imperfections, so there might be a
slight difference depending on whether the imperfection is applied to the entire model or
to the brace only (imperfections cannot be applied to connector elements in Abaqus 2021).
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Figure 10. Comparison of the deformed models upon ultimate capacity load. From left to right: the
pinned model, the compliant joint model (with the fictitious linear and rotational springs to symbolize
the wire connector elements), the FE reference (100-1-300-0.25) and the real counterpart from [10].
Notice how no part of the brace section is yielding, a sign that the failure mode is elastic buckling.

Table 4. Load capacity of the models compared.

Reference
(100-1-300-0.25)

Shell,
Pinned

Shell,
Rigid + Pinned

Shell,
Linear

Solid,
Non-Linear

Shell,
Non-Linear

Beam,
Non-Linear

Load capacity [kN] 105.0 58.3 103.7 117.6 117.8 119.2 115.1
Rel. error [%] / −44.5% −3.0% +10.0% +10.2% +11.5% +7.7%

Displacement at ultimate
load [mm] 4.05 4.43 1.76 1.82 4.11 4.17 4.42

3.4. Modeling of Lattice Structures

The modeling strategies developed on the brace model from Section 3 were applied to
a planar sub-assembly and to a 3D-subassembly in order to test their effectiveness on more
complex structures, and ultimately to choose the optimal way to model the entire lattice
tower. Please note that experimental references for the two cases were not considered due
to project time and budget limitations.

3.4.1. Planar Subassembly

Similar to a tower section face, single-bolt connections have been placed in the hori-
zontal braces and double for the diagonals when attached to the main legs. Dimensions and
geometry are given in Figure 11. The reference was built entirely with 3D solid elements,
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and is able to simulate the contact interaction in the joints (similarly built as model 100-1-
300-0.25 from Section 3.2). The models with both shell and beam elements, with connectors
(linear, non-linear, pinned and rigid + pinned joint models created with the same method
as Section 3.3) that replace the joints, all have horizontal braces and the diagonals built with
beam elements, whereas the main legs are shell elements. A model made of only beam
elements with all members rigidly connected was also built. EAM buckling imperfections
of the magnitude eimp = L/300 were used in each model.
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Figure 11. Planar sub-assembly geometry and dimensions.

None of the models showed evidence of joint slippage. The resulting force–displacement
curves shown in Figure 12 are almost identical for linear, non-linear, pinned and rigid +
pinned connector models, and their ultimate load capacity differs only by 0.6% (Table 5):
the buckling is localized in the main legs, thus limiting the load sharing to the diagonals
through the joints. In fact, the models with rigid joints appear to similarly match the 3D
results. The non-linear model shows a slight increase in displacement at the ultimate load
(+1.5%). In general, the shell + beam strategy gives results that are between 14% to 18%
higher than the others: one reason for this might be the extreme stiffening provided by the
stringer elements [20] that connect the diagonals to the legs.
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Table 5. Load capacity of the planar subassembly models compared.

3D, f = 0.25
Reference

Beam,
Rigid

Shell + Beam,
Rigid

Shell + Beam,
Pinned

Shell + Beam,
Linear

Shell + Beam,
Non-Linear

Shell + Beam,
Rigid + Pinned

Ultimate load [kN] 549.9 544.4 625.4 647.3 648.1 649.3 646.0
Relative error [%] - −1.0% +13.7% +17.7% +17.8% +18.1% +17.5%
Displacement at

ultimate load [mm] 7.2 8.4 6.4 7.3 6.9 7.0 6.5

3.4.2. 3D Subassembly

A model of a tower segment was made for the 3D-subassembly, with similar geometry
and member sections as the planar model (Figure 13). Three different modeling strategies
were adopted in a similar configuration to the planar model, using the beam with rigid
joints, the shell and beam with rigid joints (arranged as the planar subassembly) or the
shell and beam connected by connector elements (with linear, non-linear, pinned and rigid
+ pinned connections, similarly to the single brace model in Section 3.3). However, due
to assembly constraints, it was not possible to build a 3D reference; hence, the applied
modeling strategies were based on the previous sections and further simplified. EAM
buckling imperfections of the magnitude eimp = L/300 were applied on the structure. The
results are summarized in Figure 14 and Table 6.

Table 6. Load capacity of the 3D-subassembly models compared.

Beam,
Rigid

Shell + Beam,
Rigid

Shell + Beam,
Pinned

Shell + Beam,
Linear

Shell + Beam,
Non-Linear

Shell + Beam,
Rigid + Pinned

Ultimate load [kN] 625.4 691.0 520.7 559.1 564.7 662.5
Displacement at

ultimate load [mm] 15.5 16.6 15.4 18.5 23.7 19.1
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In this case, the shell + beam strategy did not show a higher instability load with
respect to the beam model. The difference between the models with rigid joints and the
ones with connector stiffness was substantial. The models with rigid connectors showed
an ultimate load which is higher between 10% and 33% with respect to the pinned, linear
or non-linear connector models. There is also a large difference between the linear and
the non-linear: the slip increases the displacement at the ultimate load by 28%, without
significantly affecting the ultimate load capacity (+1%). This is much more pronounced
than what the results from Darestani et al. [19] predicted: a load capacity reduction of
3% and an increase in displacement at the ultimate load of 13% when using flexible joint
models accounting for slippage in lattice structures. The cause of the large divergence
could be related to the applied EAM imperfections (whereas Darestani [19] applied a single
buckling mode imperfection). The model with pinned joints is the one with the lowest load
bearing capacity. However, note that it is hard to state which modeling approach is the
most accurate, since neither a more detailed 3D model accounting for joint contact and slip
nor experimental results were available for analysis and comparison.

For a failure analysis case, shell + beam with rigid joints could be the optimal strategy
as it overestimates the strength both in 3D- and planar subassemblies (Section 3.4.1).

4. Tower Ultimate Load Estimation

Various modeling strategies for frame structures were analyzed in Section 3, and the
approach that better suits the initially presented failure case was chosen: the tower was
modeled with shell + beam with rigid connections in order to be conservative with regard to
failure analysis (see Figure 15), and to reduce the modeling effort, as the modeling strategy
consistently overestimated the ultimate load capacity in the planar and 3D-subassemblies
(Section 3.4).

4.1. Load Case Estimation

There was no kind of measurement system for wind pressure and direction in place
during the event; thus, the wind load had to be estimated from the current standards.
The possibility of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation was analyzed but
discarded due to the lack of data and intrinsic complexity of simulating the airflow in a
mountainous area.

Most European and Swiss standards for the design of lattice transmission towers
employ a formulation based on base wind pressure (from time-averaged measurements).
These values can be found in weather maps such as the ones in SIA 261/1 [8] (see Figure 16).
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According to the weather maps, the base wind pressure on Albula Pass is 1.1 to 3.3 kPa.
For the sake of the failure analysis conservativeness, the lower value of 1.1 kPa was chosen,
as it is more realistic (it corresponds to a wind speed of around 45 m/s at an altitude of
2300 m). Note that, in the design process of such structure, a base wind pressure of 3.3 kPa
should be the safe choice.

EN 1991-1-4 [24], EN 1993-3-1 [5], EN 50341 [6], RS 734.31 [7] and SIA 261/1 [8] were
also employed to calculate the wind loads with a base pressure Q1 of 1100 kPa. In all these
standards, the wind pressure is a function of the height (Figure 17) and can be applied
to a level-based subdivision of the structure with the following formulation (based on
Figure 18):

Fi = Q1,i · (1 + αi) · Ap,i (1)

where F is the force applied to the level i, Q1 the base pressure, α the shielding factor and
Ap the projected surface area of the level. Note that, for EN 1991-1-4, the load is much
larger if the peak dynamic value is considered. For this study, the mean wind pressure
value based on this standard was used instead, which represents the lower value of the
realistic range.
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Figure 18. Force application method [8].

Another method wasattempted, using experimentally derived drag and lift coefficients
of the individual braces (“Drag and Lift” model in Figure 18): the chosen dataset contained
the normalized values of drag and lift coefficients from experiments on an S52x3R beam
for the angle sections, as in Prud’homme et al. [25], and test specimen 142-15026-2 for the
cables, as in Stroman et al. [26].

FD,i = CD(α1,i) · Anom,i · Q1,i · cos2(αm,i) (2)
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FL,i = CL(α1,i) · Anom,i · Q1,i · cos2(αm,i) (3)

where FD is the drag force in wind direction, FL is the lift force transverse to the wind, αm
is the angle between the wind and the member axis normal plane, α1 is the angle to the
reference wind facing position in the normal plane and Anom the nominal area (section
width times length) of the element i.

Similarly, the wind forces on the conductors have been calculated, and were applied
to each arm and tip.

The total forces were compared level-wise in Figure 19 and as absolute values in the
polar plots of Figure 20, with respect to the wind angle of attack. Note that the variation
of the wind angle of attack is not accounted for in the design process required by some
standards (RS 734.31 [7]), where the structure only has to be proven to be able to withstand
specific load cases (i.e., wind only in transverse direction, combination of wind and ice
load, etc.).
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Figure 20. Polar plot of the total lateral forces (in kN, sum of both total wind load on the lattice
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The maximum total force was located between 20◦ and 45◦ in the line transverse
direction for most of the standards’ wind load models. The European EN 50341 [6], EN
1991-1-4 [24] and EN 1993-3-1 [5] appeared to be much more conservative (design-wise),
especially considering that the mean wind pressure was selected instead of the peak
dynamic load. The Swiss standards, RS 734.31 and SIA 261/1, produced much lower and
more realistic load cases with respect to the other estimates; thus, SIA 261/1 loads were
chosen as the reference for further analyses.

4.2. Linear Buckling Analysis (LBA)

An initial LBA on the tower was performed in order to localize potential failure points
on the structure and provide buckling imperfections (scaled modal shapes) for the following
non-linear analysis steps.

In this case, the LBA perturbations were the previously calculated wind load (self-
weight of the structure was applied in a static pre-step and did not act as perturbation). As
it is a quicker and more practical procedure, it was suited for finding which wind direction
was the most unfavorable for the structure, even though it did only provide the onset of
the instability and not the ultimate load capacity of the structure (which might depend on
the post-buckling behavior, redundant structural elements, members that undergo yielding
and inelastic buckling).

Different wind directions and magnitudes were analyzed by creating a series of load
cases in Matlab [27] and implementing them in the FE model via an Abaqus Macro [20]
function. The result of this analysis is displayed alongside the reference SIA 261/1 load
case values in the polar plot in Figure 21 (depending on the wind angle of attack). Figure 22
shows the resulting modes from the LBA with transverse wind forcing (0◦).

The unfavorable wind directions were between 12◦ and 26◦ in the transverse direction
and the wind load in that direction could reach the ultimate load according to the LBA
(between 1.00 to 1.04 times the LBA instability limit). The failure mode was always localized
between the 7th and 8th, or on the 2nd level of the tower (Figure 22, reference Figure 19 for
level numbering).
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Figure 22. Buckling modes shapes and instability loads from the LBA; results with transverse wind
forcing (0◦), scale factor = 500. The two pictures on the left show the failure at the 7th and 8th level of
the tower, whereas the two on the right show the failure at the 2nd level.

4.3. Non-Linear Buckling Analysis with Imperfections

The RIKS procedure in Abaqus 2021 accounted for geometric imperfections and ma-
terial non-linearities. A non-linear buckling analysis of this kind, based on the purely
transverse wind load case (0◦), was performed, proportionally increasing the load magni-
tude to estimate the maximum load-bearing capacity. The self-weight of the structure was
also applied in a static pre-step and remained constant during the RIKS step.

As pointed out in Section 3, imperfections can significantly affect the load-bearing
capacity of the structure. The studies of Piskoty et al. [28] and Wang et al. [14], who studied
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the effects of superimposed buckling imperfections on the collapse—due to structural
instabilities—of a roof and of a steel lattice tower, respectively, support this claim.

Eurocode 1993-3.1 [5] specifies a formula for standard imperfections to be applied
during analysis: with m = 668 being the number of members of the bracing system, and
eimp = L/706.5.

Based on the literature, different imperfection modes were applied:

• superposition of buckling imperfections (scaled from mode 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the previous
LBA, Figure 22) with magnitude eimp = L/706.5, which is standard practice during
design;

• the removal of secondary elements (before the initiation of the simulation), highlighted
in Figure 23, while the impact of element removal on the tower capacity was also
analyzed by Eslamlou et al. [29], but from the dynamic perspective;

• deformation of the supports with magnitude eimp = L/706.5, the type of imperfections
illustrated in Figure 24, which can be quite harmful to structural integrity, as proved
Jian et al. [30] and Wang et al. [31], who both analyzed, via numerical methods, the
effect of displacement on tower basement supports.
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The failure modes (Table 7, Figure 25) were similar to what was already evident in 
the LBA, but the ultimate load capacity was, in general, higher than modes 1 and 2 from 
the LBA (between 1 and 1.29 times the LBA mode 1 instability load, and between 1.04 and 

Figure 23. Highlighted: the removed secondary structural elements. Case 1 has 2 braces missing
from the 5th level; Case 2 had 5 missings (the entire secondary structural reinforcement section); Case
3 had 2 braces missing from the 1st level; and Case 4 had 8 elements from the same level missing (in
the legs).
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Figure 24. Support movement direction and magnitude for every analyzed case. In Case 1, a single
leg was moved in x+ and y+ directions (positive displacements) and z- (negative disp.); in Case 2,
two legs were moved in y- and z- directions (negative disp.); in Case 3, two legs were moved in x-, y-
and z- directions (negative displacement). No support, including the ones that did not move, allowed
rotation in any axis.

The results of the linear (LBA) and non-linear (RIKS) analysis can be found in Table 7,
as a ratio, with respect to the reference SIA 261/1 load case.

The failure modes (Table 7, Figure 25) were similar to what was already evident in the
LBA, but the ultimate load capacity was, in general, higher than modes 1 and 2 from the
LBA (between 1 and 1.29 times the LBA mode 1 instability load, and between 1.04 and 1.35
times the reference load SIA 261/1 (Figure 26)): a section yielding, or redundant members,
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might increase the capacity over the stability limit. Considering the failure at the 7th level
alone, the ultimate load capacity ranged from 1.33 to 1.35 times the SIA 261/1 reference
load case. At the 2nd level of the structure, the load capacity appeared to be more sensitive
to imperfections, ranging from 1.04 to 1.23 times that of the reference, which is much
lower than the instability value predicted by the LBA (>500 kN). The structures’ sensitivity
to imperfections was in the same range of variation of similar lattice structures failure
cases [12–14,16–19,29–31]. The missing secondary structural elements did not appear to
have a significant effect on the ultimate load capacity. The most unfavorable imperfection
appeared to be the displacement of the basement legs, with case 1 resulting in the lowest
load-bearing capacity. This load case was not based on standards or design guidelines, nor
on measurements; therefore, it might have resulted in being too conservative. The lack of
structural reinforcements did not appear to cause any variation in the load capacity of the
tower. The superimposition of buckling imperfections had a similar impact. The failure
was inelastic buckling-driven: only a small portion of the section was plasticized when the
ultimate load was reached.

Table 7. Ultimate load capacity in LBA and RIKS analysis procedures, based on imperfections from
Figures 22–24. Note that the reference design load case from SIA 261/1 is equivalent to a total load of
237.2 kN.

Analysis Procedure Buckling Mode Imperfection Mode Ultimate Load
Capacity (kN)

Failure
(Level No.)

LBA
1, 2 - 247.7 7th
3, 4 - 502.3 2nd

RIKS

- Buckling mode 1, 2 (on 7th level) 313.9 7th
- Buckling mode 3, 4 (on 2nd level) 292.2 2nd
- Missing element, case 1 321.3 7th
- Missing element, case 2 320.9 7th
- Missing element, case 3 292.9 2nd
- Missing element, case 4 288.2 2nd
- Support displacement, case 1 246.8 2nd
- Support displacement, case 2 282.4 2nd
- Support displacement, case 3 314.9 7th
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SIA 261/1 as a reference.

4.4. Non-Linear Post-Buckling Analysis

In order to obtain an estimation of the remaining capacity after the first failure, a post-
buckling analysis (with RIKS procedure) was carried out in a model in which the failed
elements of the 7th or the 2nd level (main legs, highlighted in Figure 25) were removed.

When removing the main legs elements from the 7th level, the tower’s wind load
capacity was reduced by 87.4%, whereas, when removing them from the 2nd level, the
tower was not even able to withstand its own weight. The sudden collapse of the tower after
the first elements failed is therefore plausible. Moreover, the damage remained localized
(Figure 27); the additional damage found on the real towers could be attributed to the
cascade sequence dynamic loads or to the contact with the ground.
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Figure 27. Post-buckling deformation compared against the real failure, at the 2nd level (on the right
side) and 7th level (on the left side). Note that tower No. 23 (modeled) had the same upper structure
(above the 5th section, reference Figure 19 for section numbering) as all the other towers in the line
segment (including the No. 22 showed in the picture on the left); thus, it can be assumed that wind
loads and failure modes in the upper part were the same in every tower.
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5. Discussion

The use of joint compliance in the modeling of lattice structures can be a viable method
to improve accuracy, but this requires a large number of parameters and modeling details
which are partly based on several joint sub-models and their FE results in order to build the
stiffness functions and determine the coefficients (as shown in Figure 8). Hence, modeling
with fixed connections between lattice members was used for the analysis of the complete
towers, which proved to be a more efficient and realistic representation in the proposed
case, although this is based on the ideal assumption of infinite moment transfer through
the joints. It might be a good tradeoff for computationally demanding models to partially
build the lattice structure with compliant joints (for example, employing them in the most
critical area only), or using pinned joints for single-bolt connections.

The load capacity calculated by the non-linear RIKS analysis was 1.0 to 1.29 times
the values from LBA for the failure at the 7th level, which hints that section yielding or
redundant members might increase the capacity over the instability limit. However, for
the failure at the 2nd level, the non-linear RIKS predicts a load capacity as low as 51%
of the corresponding LBA instability load (as this refers to the 3rd and 4th eigenmode),
which indicates that non-linearities and applied imperfections can significantly affect the
FE results. We can summarize from Table 7 that the “hidden reserve”, i.e., the ratio of the
collapse load to the stability limit (from the LBA), was in the range of 17 to 36% for rather
standardized imperfections, and dropped to 4% for the case of a support displacement
(case 1), meaning that our assumptions were too conservative and should be based on
actual measurements.

The analysis further showed that the towers were quite close to their ultimate capacity,
even under a rather moderate load case of static wind pressure (not considering any
turbulences). The narrow safety margin (4% to 36%) with respect to SIA 261/1 (Figure 26)
means that the calculated load capacity of the structure would only be in the range of
62 to 82% for more conservative design loads, e.g., according to EN 1991-1-4. Moreover,
the following aspects should be considered:

• EN 1991-1-4 wind pressure values account for dynamic peak load (in Figures 19 and 20,
the “Mean” value from Figure 17 is used instead), whereas SIA 261/1 does not.

• The higher base wind pressure value of 3.3 kPa in the weather map (Figure 16) is
recommended during design, instead of the lower value of 1.1 kPa used for this
analysis, which would increase the total loads in Figures 19 and 20 by three times (no
matter what design standard load case is considered).

In addition, the wide range of wind pressure present in the Swiss standards (Figure 16)
provokes a significant uncertainty in the load assumptions. Updated localized weather
data could drastically improve the design of power transmission lines, without the risk of
overdesigning exposed structures.

Overall, the structures’ sensitivity to imperfections was in the same range as has
been proved in similar failure cases of lattice structures [12–14,16–19,29–31], but the model
accuracy could not be further assessed: validation procedures were not available, as testing
on large lattice structures is expensive and not economically viable in the context of such
a project.

6. Conclusions

This study proposes modeling methods for lattice towers affected by structural insta-
bility under wind loading, with the final purpose of being applied to a failure analysis case,
specifically in the estimation of ultimate load capacity and failure position.

In general, the following conclusions can be drawn with regard to modeling ap-
proaches to structural instabilities:

• The proper use of element type and a minimum element size can increase the type of
buckling modes that the model is able to display. However, there is no generalized
“optimal” approach to the problem: a tradeoff between model accuracy and complexity
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(proportional to computational cost) has to be achieved. Where allowed by the model
complexity (i.e., for single braces with compliant joints, or for low-size assemblies),
the best result is achieved with 3D elements, which are able to better simulate the
complete joint friction interaction and the yielding of the section. When analyzing
more computationally demanding models, structural elements (beam or shell) should
be used, and the modeling of the joint compliance can improve the accuracy.

• Imperfections (in terms of magnitude and direction) can affect the instability mode and
load of a structure. They should be measured during buckling experimental testing in
order to provide more detailed input in the FE model, as well as in the design process.

• The geometric imperfections to be considered for complex structures are generally
more standardized (mainly the eccentricities of trusses and beams), whereas load
imperfections or the motion of the support (foundation) have to be measured or
governed by product standards.

• The correct simulation of boundary conditions (i.e., joint compliance) largely improves
both the single beam and lattice structure’s instability mode and load estimation, and
should be better accounted for in the standards. The pinned joint connection often
employed in the design phase might not be a correct representation and can lead
both to the underestimation of single-member capacity and to incorrect failure mode
prediction (Sections 3.3 and 3.4).

The analysis proved that the wind alone can cause such a failure on the lattice struc-
tures in Albula Pass and the critical structural elements were correctly identified. Especially
if the towers were designed based on the SIA 261/1 standard, with its base wind pressure
of 1.1 kPa, at the time of their erection, they were rather under-designed for the exceptional
windstorm event which occurred (“one in a century”). The present study only considered
constantly blowing wind, as there was no information or measured data on wind gusts
and turbulences. Even with these ‘optimistic’ assumptions, the collapse could be proved
just with the lower range of plausible wind scenarios, i.e., constant wind acc. to the lowest
pressure levels in the standard. Hence, the presence (and consideration) of additional
turbulences would have only speeded up the collapse.

The high sensitivity to the applied imperfections caused the ultimate load capacity
to range between 117% and 136% of the reference load case (104% for the hypothetical
and exceptional case of a displacement of the foundation). According to the static non-
linear analysis, the elements most likely to have failed first were located at the 2nd level
and the 7th level of the structure (the main ‘legs’ of the towers), as they were closer to
their limit when realistic imperfections are applied, and they were found broken in the
real structures. The non-linear post-buckling analysis proved that the tower could have
suddenly collapsed after the main leg sections failed, as this means it would have lost
almost all the load-bearing capacity.

The towers were quite close to their ultimate capacity even under a rather moderate
static load case (a safety margin of just 4% to 36% with respect to SIA 261/1, Table 7 and
Figure 26). It is nevertheless not advisable to generally increase the safety factors for the
design of such lattice structures, but rather, to make refined load assumptions which take
better account of local conditions (e.g., by the long-term measurement of the local weather
conditions). Probabilistic analyses and fragility analyses, as suggested by Hughes et al. [32],
may be applied to obtain more local and customized load assumptions, which allow us to
consider combinations of statistical deviations in the input parameters of the design models.
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